
DACA UPDATE - AUG. 24, 2022
A new rule making the DACA program into a regulation, rather than just an
executive order, was published on Aug. 24, 2022. It will NOT take effect until
October 31, 2022–and it may be stopped by courts before that, so be careful
before taking steps or paying anyone to apply for DACA on your behalf.

What does the rule say?
This is basically the same rule that was previewed in 2021 and received over 16,000 comments.
Under this rule, eligibility for DACA is not changed. The requirements, in summary, are that you:
❖ Have been in the U.S. continuously since June 15, 2007;
❖ Came to the U.S. before your 16th birthday;
❖ Did not have lawful status on June 15, 2012;
❖ Were under the age of 31 on June 15, 2012;
❖ Are currently in school, have graduated from high school, have obtained a GED, or have

been honorably discharged from the Coast Guard or armed forces;
❖ Meet criminal-history and national-security requirements.

However, USCIS has said that first-time applications for DACA will not be adjudicated unless
and until an order from a Texas court, which halted the processing of new applications in July
2021, is lifted. Litigation in that case is ongoing, so we do not know if or when first-time DACA
applications will be allowed again.

How does this impact people who currently have DACA?
The new regulation does not have any direct impact on current DACA holders. The regulation
states “existing recipients need not request DACA anew under this new rule to retain their
current DACA grants.”

Going forward, the same application and guidelines will apply– so renewals can be done the
same way.

However, the threat to DACA has not gone away. The Fifth Circuit could make a decision at any
time impacting the program (although the government has asked it not to rule for now given the
new rule), and after that the Supreme Court could also weigh in on DACA’s legality. For this
reason, it is important for DACA holders whose permits expire soon to file to renew asap.

How does this impact people eligible for DACA for the first time?

A. If you already applied in 2020-2021 and never got a decision–
When DACA was reopened to first-time applicants from December 2020 to July 2021, over
80,000 people applied. The checks mailed with those applications have been cashed, but the
applications have been stuck in limbo, without a decision. If this regulation is allowed to take
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effect, pending applications may be processed without requiring a new submission or new
payment. But it is impossible to say if or when this will happen, since it depends on ongoing
litigation.

B. If you are eligible but did not apply in 2020-2021–
If the regulation takes effect, and the Texas order halting new applications is lifted, then first-time
applicants would use the same I-821D form to apply. This requires proving presence in the
United States since before June 15, 2007. Doing so is a lot of work and can take time.

It is possible to submit a DACA application before October 31, 2022. If submitted, the
application will be accepted; a receipt notice issued; and the payment for $495 cashed, but no
action will be taken on the application for now–i.e. it will not be granted or denied. Whether to
apply early, before we know if this rule will take effect, is an individual decision each person
should make in conjunction with his or her lawyer or legal representative.

How does this impact young people who don’t meet the requirements?
Unfortunately, many young people today do not qualify for DACA because the applicant must
show physical presence in the United States since June 15, 2007. That leaves many of our
members and clients without access. This new regulation does not change that.

Could any of this change?
Yes. Texas and other conservative states are challenging the legality of DACA before the Court of
Appeals for the Fifth Circuit. That decision could come out anytime; further review before the U.S.
Supreme Court is also possible. In addition, Texas and others could bring new or related litigation
challenging this regulation.

For that reason, the new rule may not take effect and the program may remain closed to new applicants.
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